STUDENT DIES IN CRASH

An Embry-Riddle student died Sunday in the wreckage of a stolen Cessna 150 plane.

Dead is James Edward Boyer, 24, Inkster, Michigan. The Death was ruled suicide by Peace Justice Charles Luke, acting as coroner.

The plane was found in a wooded area bordered by Clyde Morris Blvd. near the Madison Heights subdivision at approximately 2:00 a.m.

Luke ruled the death as suicide after he heard a tape recording of the conversation between Boyer and the City Airport Control Tower just before the fatal accident. Boyer told the tower that he intended to crash the aircraft because of marital problems.

A window to the hangar and the flight operations office at the school were broken and aircraft keys taken, according to President Hunt.

The Cessna, valued at about $6,000, was a total loss, Hunt said.

Boyer enrolled at Embry Riddle in January. He was in the Professional Pilot program.

ENGINEERING STUDENTS
2ND TRIMESTER OR ABOVE INTERESTED IN JOINING A PROFESSIONAL FRATERNITY?

SMOKER-FRIDAY, MAY 24-7:30PM
SIGMA PHI DELTA
204 SOUTH STREET
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA
NEED A RIDE? CALL 252-9374

THE NEW DORMITORY – TO BE FINISHED IN OCTOBER OF THIS YEAR, IS THE FIRST OF THE BUILDINGS THAT WILL EVENTUALLY BE EMBRY-RIDDLE’S NEW CAMPUS.

CHOICE ’68 RESULTS


With nearly all results in (official totals will be announced in about two weeks), 1,072,830 students on over 1200 campuses had expressed their presidential preferences and opinions on key issues.

Over 44% of those who voted, about 475,000, will be of voting age in November.

Other leading first-place vote-getters were Governor Nelson Rockefeller, with 115,937, and President Lyndon Johnson, with 57,362.

In ballot mentions (either first, second, or third), Kennedy was second with 508,408, Rockefeller was third with 459,897, and Nixon fourth with 409,588.

There were 31,775 write-ins. Vice President Hubert Humphrey received 18,535, about 60% of the write-ins and 2% of the total vote.

About 7% favored the current policy, 1% chose to increase, and 21% wanted "all out" military effort.

On the bombing, 29% chose permanent cessation, and 29% favored temporary suspension of all bombing. Twelve per cent agreed we should intensify the bombing, and 4% favored the use of bombing, and 4% favored the use of nuclear weapons.

To solve the urban crisis, 40% thought education should receive the highest priority in government spending, while 39% chose job training. Riot control was given highest priority by 12%, housing received 6%, and income subsidy 3%.

CHOICE 68 was a public service program of SRSRand's UNIVAC Division TIME Magazine.
Dear Students:

Congratulations on the fine turnout of voters for the SGA representatives. Lists of the new representatives appear on the bulletin boards around campus and in this issue of the Informer. The new SGA Constitution won an overwhelming favorable vote.

This trimester the SGA is making an all-out effort to communicate with the students. We hope that through this device the students will be presented an accurate image of the progress being made in the SGA. The popular Speaking Out column affords you, the students, an effective means of communication. It does not take long to write a short note outlining any problem areas you may have encountered. Be objective and constructive, and everyone will lend a ear.

Feel free to approach your SGA representative on any issue. If they don't have an immediate answer they will get one for you quickly.

Good luck in the coming trimester, and we are looking forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely your's,
President Protem

FROM THE SUGGESTION BOXES

Dear INFORMER,

Some of my instructors have stated that this trimester tardiness would not be accepted. I was wondering if, since the new regulations are in effect, we are not allowed to cut through the barbed wire and walking a half mile through dust would excuse me.

Sincerely,
Van Cleveland

Ed. You should be excused if you have taken into consideration the time you need to reach your classes on time. Have you thought of giving yourself a few extra minutes by coming early?

Dear Management Students,

I would like to thank you for your choosing to represent you in your S.G.A. I just came back from my first S.G.A. meeting and it left me with a very important realization. The S.G.A. is helpless to function without the active support and participation of the student body. You must show an interest in your school and its student government. Not necessarily by reading the minutes or attending meetings, but by voicing your opinion on any and all matters affecting you. This is where your S.G.A. representative comes in. He is there to hear your complaints and suggestions and to see what action can be taken towards your satisfaction. He will work for you. He is able to get you the answers to your questions, justify your complaints, and carry out your suggestions. You chose me to do this for you and I will try, but I can only function if you tell me what to do. So, if you do want action (Not that kind) you can reach me in room D-5, Box #5, or call 255-1237. I am looking forward to hearing from you.

Frank Alexander

NEW BOOKS ARRIVE

The Dictionary of National Biography, a set of 22 volumes and five supplements, arrived late last week, according to Mr. Heywood Sauls. The set was a donation from the Student Government Association.

The donation came after talking with Mr. Sauls about what books were needed most in Riddle's library. While completely unofficial, a remark was made to Mr. Sauls that strengthening the library in the field of humanities would be an asset.

The new books contain biographies of English writers, authors, and artists from the earliest times up to 1950.

Mr. Sauls said that in a degree offering school, even though a technical school like Riddle, a set of this type should be basic reference material for freshman English.

The biographical collection will appear on the library shelves as soon as the appropriate library cards are sent to the school from the Library of Congress.

DAYTONA DODGE

EXCELLENT SELECTION
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
4 SPEEDS AND THE
ECONOMIC Fiat
AND CHRYSLER'S
SUNBEAM.

739 VOLUMIA AVENUE
Like to bowl? This is the place. Several students from last trimester have shown interest in forming a league for the summer. We would like to have as many people participate as possible who are free on Wednesday nights after 9:15. So, whether you are experienced or just a beginner, we would like to have you join us because we do have a lot of fun.

For further information contact Gene Mustin, ER Box 545.

P.S. You girls are welcome too.

WILDCATS DEFEAT EAGLES
BY BERNIE ROKE

The Bethune-Cookman Wildcats defeated the Embry-Riddle Eagles by a score of 12-7, Saturday afternoon. The game, which was the last practice game for the Eagles, was highlighted by heavy scoring in the early innings by the Wildcats due to errors in the Eagles infield.

The Eagles were not able to overcome this lead even though they had eleven hits to the Wildcats' ten.

Next Saturday the Eagles begin regular season play against the Deland Rams at Conrad Park. The game will start at 7:30 p.m.

ACT EXAMS SCHEDULED

The ACT exams will be administered by Mr. Tom Saunders at the ERA! library on June 3, 1968, at 7:30 p.m. All students who are considering entering a degree program or taking individual courses must complete the ACT FIRST. Students must pay the ERA! cashier $5.00 and sign up with Mr. Saunders prior to May 31.

THE YEARBOOK STAFF NEEDS HELP

The staff of the "Phoenix", the ERA! yearbook, needs people who are interested in working on the staff. Only two prerequisites are necessary: initiative and school spirit. Experience is not needed. Past experience has shown that these two conditions are enough to eliminate 99.5% of the students. Also needed are ad salesmen for the yearbook. A 10 percent commission is paid for all sales. Anyone who is interested can go to the S.G.A. office for information.

TRACKSIDE

DAYTONA BEACH, FLA......A big, fast field, with top drivers and top money, is shaping up for the second running of the Paul Revere 250 at Daytona International Speedway at midnight, July 3.

With the entry deadline weeks away, 22 cars representing eight different makes of Grand Touring cars, already are firm entries, and 20 more have filed an unofficial intent to compete in the spectacular by-the-light-of-the-moon race over the Speedway's 3.81-mile international track and road circuit.

The starting flag for the Paul Revere drops at midnight, and for 250 miles the GT cars slam round the 2 1/2 high banked trioval and through the flat, winding infield course.

The race is the richest on the NASCAR-FIA GT circuit and victory is worth many points toward the international championship for GT cars. The total purse is $23,350, with $3,525 to the first car to complete the 250 miles.

The Paul Revere was won last year by Parnelli Jones in a Cougar.

The race serves as a curtain to the tenth annual renewal of the Firecracker 400 for late model stock cars on July 4. The Firecracker starts at 10:00 a.m.

The Paul Revere is the only race in the world to have a midnight start, and was watched by a large, young and enthusiastic crowd a year ago. The darkness did not bother the drivers; they hammered round the trioval at speeds of 165-180 mph before swooping into the infield for its demanding challenge to acceleration, braking, and cornering.

The cars entered include Camaros, Barracudas, Mustangs, Cougars, Jaguars, Alfa-Romeo, BMW and Porsche. States represented by the cars are Texas, California, Oklahoma, Georgia, Florida, North Carolina, Michigan, New Jersey, Tennessee, Alabama, Ohio, and South Carolina.

Like the Firecracker 400, the Paul Revere is a full international and open to all of the world's qualified drivers.
PI SIGMA PHI

BY FRANK ALEXANDER

Summertime! Hit the beaches, catch the rays, get eaten alive by mosquitoes... Not many people know it, but the International Order of Mosquitoes held their first annual conclave in Daytona...on my body!

But, alas, you don't want to hear about my itches; you want to hear about our fraternity, so sit back and I'll tell you all about Pi Sigma Phi, Embry-Riddle's first social fraternity.

New officers for the summer are as follows: Tony Cavallari, President; John Cook, Secretary; Jim Eckenrode, Treasurer; and Larry Grondski, Sargent-at-arms. The past trimester's officers are now serving as Executive Board members.

Of the ten brothers last trimester, seven have returned for the summer and activity plan is under full swing. Our first community service project was carried out two weeks ago in DeLand where we worked with the West Volusia Human Relations Council in repainting a low income home. Our BB's (Busy Brothers) worked most of the day painting, caulking, and supervising.

A trip to Freeport, Bahamas, is under consideration. All the brothers seemed pretty excited about it, and the plans are being investigated. This weekend we are having a barbecue on the beach for the brothers and their dates.

For any prospective pledge, applicants, this bit of info.; we will not be conducting a pledge class this summer, but come September, we will be looking for you, so, if you are interested, let us know now!

SUMMITIME!

SIGMA PHI DELTA

BY BERNIE ROKE

With our new officers in place, Sigma Phi Delta is deeply involved in reorganizing, renovating, and reestablishing procedures so that we can accomplish our goals both on campus and with our national offices. Top on our list of things to do (as always) is the expansion of the chapter. We feel that, being a professional engineering fraternity that also offers a well rounded social life we can provide quite a bit to an engineering student who is interested in joining. With these advantages also goes the responsibility of the individual to work to improve the fraternity. If you are an engineering student, second trimester or above, or a transfer student, and you are interested in joining, you can call our house or contact one of our members. The house number is 252-9374. We are located on 204 South Street.

Members who are on campus this trimester are: Don Nichols, President; Tom Tillinski, Vice-President; Dave (Gogi) Getman, Secretary; Roger (Delbert) McDade, Business Manager; Gary Kreitner, House Manager; Bernie Roke, Dennis Zemko, Ed Majewski, Jim Tilston, and Stuart Digs.

AHP SPOTLIGHT

This week the AHP Spotlight cast a double glow on Robert G. Freedman. Bob left last week for St. Petersburg where he will be for the next few months. The members attended a special party for Bob, Thursday, May 16, at the home of Miss Marie McDonald. The main reason for the party was a going away party for Bob; however, Bob and Marie plan to be married when he returns in September.

A trip to Freeport, Bahamas, is under consideration. All the brothers seemed pretty excited about it, and the plans are being investigated. This weekend we are having a barbecue on the beach for the brothers and their dates.

For any prospective pledge, applicants, this bit of info.; we will not be conducting a pledge class this summer, but come September, we will be looking for you, so, if you are interested, let us know now!
Barbara Herrin (left) and Jackie Wimpy (right). . . Happiness is . . . A puppy and an airplane magazine.

Pretty New Faces Seen on Embry-Riddle Campus

Embry-Riddle’s delegation of coeds has been attractively increased by two. The two young ladies are Jackie Wimpy and Barbara Herrin.

“I’m a Georgia cracker from Dahlonega, Georgia”, says pretty Jackie Wimpy proudly when asked where she calls home.

Jackie is Embry-Riddle’s new coffee, tea or milk girl. “I love flying”, says Jackie. “After I was born I was flown home from the hospital in my father’s plane and I’ve been flying ever since.” Jackie plans to get her degree in the airline stewardess program and to continue her flying as a private pilot.

Jackie relaxes by reading, working in ceramics, swimming, and water skiing. “But I enjoy traveling better than any other pastime I know”, she says.

According to the men on campus, things are looking up at Embry-Riddle and Jackie Wimpy stands as a lovely testimony to this fact.

Barbara Herrin was born in Missouri but, when asked, claims Chapel Hill, North Carolina as her home.

Barbara has four years as an English major to her credit from the University of North Carolina and 30 hours of flight time. Having worked as a secretary for a fixed base operator in Atlanta, she came to Riddle to take management courses in hopes of finding jobs more aviation-oriented than those of secretary or bookkeeper.

Dividing her time between her courses at ERAI and her teaching assignment at Bethune-Cookman, Barbara has little time for flying, but hopes to continue soon. Her first love is flying; however, Barbara’s other hobbies include target shooting and sailing. She is planning to take her Air Traffic Control Exam in the near future. Offhand, I can not think of anything more pleasant than having a pretty female voice give me the wind direction and velocity.

Aircraft Rentals
Piper Dealer - Used Aircraft - Supplies
VA Approved

Fly Now
ERAi Student Discount on Aircraft Purchases
Municipal Airport — 252-3344
Daytona Beach Aviation, Inc.
SGA ELECTION RESULTS

The following students were elected as S.G.A. representatives for the summer trimester:

PRO PILOT
Tom Dodson
Robert Malle
Michael Vance
James Guldi

AVIATION MANAGEMENT
Linda Larsen
Frank Alexander
Peter Havrilla
Warren Richardson

AERO N AUTICAL SCIENCE
John Cook
Terry Minor
Stan Podlasek

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
Jan Collins
Pat Louthen
Roger McDade
Paul Peterson
George Szekely
Thomas Tilinski
Richard Martucci

AIRFRAME & POWERPLANT
Philip Albright
John Barett
Leroy Collins
Raymond Hatcher
John Luza
Scott Reynolds

SAN ANTONIO -- Ronald L. Voreis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ira I. Voreis of Rt. 216, Fulton, Md., has been commissioned a second lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force upon graduation from Officer Training School (OTS) at Lackland AFB, Texas.

Lieutenant Voreis, selected for OTS through competitive examination, is being assigned to Craig AFB, Alabama, for pilot training.

A graduate of Glenelg (Md.) High School, he studied at Florida State University and received his B.S. degree in aeronautical engineering from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Institute, Daytona Beach, Florida. He is a member of Sigma Phi Delta.

Judy Lane Camera Store
Complete Photo Services For Three Generations
919 Volusia Avenue & Bellaire Plaza
Open Every Night (except Saturday) 'Til Nine COME ON IN!

ZEPPO’S
for a fair shake in Italian food
SPAGHETTI - $1.00
salad & garlic bread
LASAGNA - $1.025
DERBY PLAZA O 255-4678

ER GRAD RECEIVES COMMISSION

CONCERNING PHASE II GROUND SCHOOL: AS-015-02

THE REVALUATION OF GRADING SYSTEM

During the second half of the spring trimester a daily quiz program was initiated. At its beginning the entire quiz program was to carry the weight of one test grade, which would have been approximately 5% of the total grade. At the final grade evaluation this program assumed a weight of 25% of the entire course without prior notice to the students involved. The result was that 90% of the class made a D grade or less. Some 10% of the total quizzes were not recorded when they were handed back, and when the students could not locate the quizzes at a later date they received zeros for grades. Because of this and instructor prejudice many of us will not be able to obtain a Professional Pilot certificate, even though we have spent a considerable amount of time, effort, and money ($5,000 per man) in pursuit of this goal. It is our opinion that we have been done an injustice and we request that corrective action be taken as soon as possible.

The Students of AS-015-02
YEARBOOK NEWS

Senior pictures can still be taken at Bell's Studio for a limited time. That's right you have another chance, so please use it. A number of senior's have already taken advantage of the price ($1.50) to obtain a professional sitting and the 15% discount, have you?

If you are graduating in 1968 and you would like to receive credit for it please drop a line to Bell's Studio as soon as possible. The number is 252-0878.

For those senior's who have gone for a sitting be sure you have informed Bell's Studio of your choice.

Tony Cavallari
Yearbook Chairman

THE INFORMER is a biweekly publication for Embry-Riddle

THE INFORMER is a biweekly publication for Embry-Riddle students sponsored by the Student Government Association.

Articles may be submitted to the INFORMER for publication by the Administration, the Faculty, and the Student Body. The INFORMER deadline is every other Tuesday afternoon. Please mark all items, "INFORMER" and deposit in the Mail Room, in the INFORMER box in the S.G.A. office, or in one of the Suggestion boxes.

Editor - Linda Larsen
Sports - Bernie Roke
Business - Bill Campbell

Staff: Don Nicholas, Cam McQuaid, Tony Cavallari, Frank Alexander, E.T. Dinnard, Jackie Wimpy.

IS THIS OUR ADMINISTRATION TREATING STUDENT PROBLEMS?